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Chapter 121: Subverting one’s knowledge (1) 

Seeking first order, seeking guaranteed monthly tickets! When Dean Qin saw the breathing, heartbeat, 

blood pressure, pulse, and other indicators on the ECG monitor were stable, he felt like he was in a 

dream. He had been a doctor for decades, but he had never seen such a magical or even strange thing. 

Meanwhile, Xia ruofei was still feeding MA Xiong the medicine. The reason he didn’t ask Dean Qin to 

intubate MA Xiong was because he had a lot of confidence in the petals of the flower. He had absorbed 

the petals before, so he didn’t need to consume them. He could directly use his body to touch the petals 

and they would be absorbed into his body. Although the petals had dissolved into the medicinal soup, 

their basic attributes should not change. Hence, when Xia ruofei fed MA Xiong a small spoonful for the 

first time, his body had already absorbed the contents of the petals before the medicine entered his 

stomach. As Xia ruofei continued to feed him the medicine, MA Xiong’s body continued to absorb the 

components of the petals of the wondrous flower. In fact, he had already recovered from his deep coma 

and started to subconsciously swallow. As he continued to drink the medicinal soup, MA Xiong’s physical 

condition naturally began to recover quickly. Xia ruofei had used an entire petal of the strange flower 

when he saw that his condition was so serious. Ma Zhiming saw Dean Qin’s big reaction, and he couldn’t 

help but ask nervously,”Dean Qin, what’s wrong? Did daddy ...” “Master Ming, Mr. Ma’s vital signs are 

stabilizing. This ... This ... This is unbelievable!” Dean Qin said excitedly. Dean Qin’s decades of medical 

experience was completely overturned by this iron – like fact. “Does this mean that daddy will wake up 

soon?” Ma Zhiming was overjoyed upon hearing this and asked. Dean Qin, is my dad okay?” “Well ...” 

Dean Qin smiled bitterly and said,”such a serious cerebral hemorrhage will leave some aftereffects ...” 

He looked at Xia ruofei when he said this, not very confident. MA Xiong was basically a death sentence 

in the medical world, but Xia ruofei had saved him from death’s door with a dose of medicine. This kind 

of medical skill was simply unpredictable. Who knew if there would be more miracles? “After – effects?” 

Ma Zhiming quickly asked after hearing that. Will there be any side effects?” Dean Qin thought for a bit 

and said,””It’s hard to say ... The structure of the brain is too complicated. There are still too many 

unsolved mysteries about the brain for modern human science ...” “Dean Qin, just tell me directly. What 

kind of side effects will there be under normal circumstances?” Ma Zhiming frowned and asked. “It 

depends on the degree of brain damage. The most serious case is to become a vegetable.” Dean Qin 

said,”many patients with cerebral hemorrhage have stable vital signs after the acute stage, but they 

remain in a coma for a long time. They might never wake up.” Dean Qin paused and said,””If the patient 

is in a better condition, he might be able to wake up, but he might suffer from hemiplegia, loss of 

language function, or memory damage. All of these are hard to say ...” Ma Zhiming’s face became very 

serious, and Dean Qin tried to comfort him,””Young master Ming, perhaps Mr. MA is a lucky man and 

will recover? Don’t think too much about it! Originally, for someone like Mr. MA who fell into a deep 

coma in such a short period of time, the death rate was as high as 95%. Isn’t it developing in a good 

direction now?” “We can only think of it this way ...” Ma Zhiming said dejectedly. At this moment, Xia 

ruofei had already finished the bowl of medicine for MA Xiong. He placed the bowl on the bedside table 

and said,””There won’t be any side effects.” “What?” Ma Zhiming was stunned. “Don’t worry so much, 

there won’t be any side effects. ” Xia ruofei said with certainty. “How is that possible?” Dean Qin 

couldn’t help but exclaim,”Mr. Ma’s brain damage is more serious. Many injuries are irreversible. How 

can there be no sequelae?” These words were blurted out by him, and he realized that it was a little 

inappropriate after he finished speaking. He quickly explained,””Master Ming, I ... It’s not that I don’t 



want Mr. MA to be well, but ...” Ma Zhiming waved his hand. He did not mind Dean Qin’s slip of the 

tongue. Instead, he looked at Xia ruofei excitedly and asked,””Xia Sheng, really? Will my dad really not 

have any side effects?” Xia ruofei smiled and said,””Won’t we know when we wait and see? Let’s just 

wait here for a while! Old master Ma should be waking up soon. ” What a joke, a whole strange flower 

petal could even cure his Lou Gehrig’s disease, and the treatment this time had already seen the results. 

How could there be any sequelae? “Are you saying that my daddy will wake up soon?” Ma Zhiming 

asked in surprise. Dean Qin’s eyes were wide open, as if he had heard a fantasy story. If MA Xiong didn’t 

drink the medicine and his vital signs didn’t stabilize immediately, Dean Qin would think that Xia ruofei 

was a liar, and a Bad Liar. However, he was not sure now, especially when he saw how certain Xia ruofei 

was. Xia ruofei smiled and did not explain further. He pulled a chair over and sat down first. Dean Qin 

and Ma Zhiming were staring at MA Xiong nervously. Ma Zhiming was full of hope, while Dean Qin had 

mixed feelings. His rationality told him that it was impossible, but deep down, he wanted to witness the 

great medical miracle with his own eyes. Three minutes had passed. These three minutes were as 

difficult for Ma Zhiming as three years. He squatted in front of the hospital bed and looked at his father 

without blinking. Suddenly, MA Xiong’s fingers moved slightly. Ma Zhiming stood up all of a sudden. He 

rubbed his eyes hard, afraid that it was an illusion. However, MA Xiong’s fingers moved again. This time, 

all five of his fingers were clenched into a fist. Ma Zhiming pounced on MA Xiong excitedly and grabbed 

his hand. He shouted softly,”Daddy! Daddy ...” Dean Qin’s mouth was wide open, and he couldn’t 

believe his eyes. MA Xiong’s eyelids twitched and he opened his eyes with difficulty. When he saw Ma 

Zhiming for the first time, he asked very weakly,”What about me? Where was this place? Didn’t you go 

back to the mainland with Huixin?” “Daddy, you suddenly fainted at home. I rushed back after receiving 

a call from the mainland ... You scared me to death, you know ...” Ma Zhiming said with tears streaming 

down his face. “Isn’t daddy fine now?” MA Xiong said with a smile. “Young master Ming, Mr. Ma’s 

current condition is the best for him to control his emotions,” Dean Qin quickly said. “Okay, okay, okay 

...” Ma Zhiming quickly said,”daddy, you just rest well. You must be calm ...” MA Xiong smiled and 

looked at Dean Qin. He said,””Dean Qin, thank you for your hard work ...” “Mr. MA, I’m sorry!” Dean Qin 

quickly said. Our skills are limited, and we can’t do anything about your condition. The one who really 

saved you is this Mr. Xia!” 

Chapter 122: A medical miracle (1) 

The second chapter, please subscribe! MA Xiong had noticed Xia ruofei a long time ago, but he was too 

young to think that she was Dean Qin’s assistant. MA Xiong was shocked by Dean Qin’s words. He 

quickly stood up and said to Xia ruofei,””So it’s Xia Sheng who used the hand of rejuvenation. I’m sorry 

for being impolite ...” Xia ruofei stepped forward to support MA Xiong. He smiled and said,””Old Mr. 

MA, you’re still very weak. Don’t mind these formalities. Quickly lie down and rest.” “No problem! I’m 

feeling great now. ” MA Xiong asked,”may I know which leading medical expert Mr. Xia is studying 

under?” Ma Zhiming said from the side,”daddy, Xia Sheng is a very skilled Chinese medicine doctor. Even 

... Even my father-in-law’s acute myocardial infarction was saved in time by Xia Sheng!” I’m the one who 

invited him to treat you. ” Ma Zhiming originally wanted to say that Huanhuan’s autism was basically 

cured by Xia ruofei. However, considering MA Xiong’s physical condition, he was worried that he would 

be too emotional, so he changed his words at the last minute. “I see ...” MA Xiong said,”Mr. Xia, thank 

you so much ...” Xia ruofei smiled.”You’re welcome, old Mr. MA. You’re still very weak. You can rest 

here for the night and be discharged tomorrow morning.” We won’t disturb you any longer ...” Xia 

ruofei then gestured to Ma Zhiming and Dean Qin, and the three of them walked out together. Xia 



ruofei said as he walked.”Mr. MA, I hope you can keep the fact that I’m treating old Mr. MA a secret. I 

don’t want to be too shocking.” “Alright, alright!” Ma Zhiming quickly said,”Dean Qin, you have to tell 

the doctors and nurses about this. Tell them not to say anything when they go out. Also ... Don’t make a 

big fuss when my dad gets discharged tomorrow. We’ll leave quietly, and after a while, we’ll announce 

that my dad’s condition is stable and he’s resting at home. ” “Yes, master Ming!” Dean Qin said. The two 

of them had no doubts about Xia ruofei’s words that MA Xiong would be discharged the next morning. 

In fact, even if Xia ruofei said that he was actually Superman who wore his underwear on the outside, 

the two of them would probably believe him without a doubt. What he had witnessed today was too 

shocking. The three of them talked as they left the ICU. As soon as they appeared at the door, their 

relatives, who had different thoughts, surrounded them. Seeing Ma Zhiming’s Red eyes, Ma Jia 

immediately exclaimed,”Ming! Is second uncle’s condition not good? Didn’t I say that this mainlander 

was a liar?! How much money did he cheat you of? We’ll call the police immediately!” Ma Zhiming 

pulled a long face and said seriously,”Horse Deputy! If you dare to speak rudely to Xia Sheng again, don’t 

blame me for not acknowledging you as my cousin!” After he finished speaking, Ma Zhiming no longer 

paid attention to Ma Jia. Instead, he looked around and said loudly,”Everyone, disperse! Go back to 

work in the company! My dad’s condition has stabilized and he’s out of the critical stage. ” Ma Jia was 

dumbfounded. She had arrived at the hospital earlier than Ma Zhiming, so she was very clear about MA 

Xiong’s condition. The doctor had clearly said that it was very likely that he wouldn’t be able to last more 

than a day. How could his condition have stabilized so quickly and even passed the critical period? “This 

... How is this possible?” Ma Jia cried out. Ma Zhiming suddenly turned his head and stared at Ma Jia, as 

if he could see through her heart. He stared at Ma Jia until she looked away guiltily. Ma Zhiming then 

asked meaningfully,”Sister Quan, do you really want something to happen to my dad?” “How could that 

be?!” Ma Jia quickly replied. You’ve misunderstood me, Ming. I ... I ... I’m just ...” Ma Zhiming snorted 

softly. Without waiting for Ma Jia to finish speaking, he directly walked toward his wife, Tian Huixin, and 

his daughter, Huanhuan. “Is daddy alright?” Tian Huixin asked. “Mm! Don’t worry!” Ma Zhiming nodded 

and said,”you know Xia Sheng’s medical skills.” Tian Huixin smiled and nodded. Then, she squatted down 

and said to Huan Huan,””Huanhuan, let’s invite uncle Xia to our house, okay?” Huan Huan immediately 

clapped her hands happily and said,””Alright!” “Xiao Xia, stay at our house tonight!” Tian Huixin smiled 

and said,”Huanhuan likes you so much. I also want you to play with her more.” “Alright! “Then I’ll have 

to trouble you ...” Xia ruofei smiled. “I won’t disturb you, I won’t disturb you!” Ma Zhiming said 

happily,”we can’t wait to welcome you!” The three of them left the hospital with Huanhuan. Ma Jia and 

her relatives looked at each other in dismay. Ma Zhiming’s family and Xia ruofei were sent to MA Xiong’s 

mansion on qianshui Bay Road by a Toyota. Xia ruofei’s eyes were opened. The mansion covered an area 

of nearly 20000 square feet and was located in the shallow bay, also known as the “Eastern Hawaii,” so 

its value could be imagined. Compared to this luxurious mansion with a tennis court in the front and a 

swimming pool in the back, Xia ruofei’s holiday villa in Sanshan city was simply too shabby! Naturally, 

the happiest person was Huanhuan when Xia ruofei arrived. She kept playing with Xia ruofei and 

laughed happily from time to time. The servants at home had never seen the young miss like this before. 

In the past, Huanhuan was always immersed in her own world and basically ignored others. Even when 

she was with Ma Zhiming and Tian Huixin, she was not as close as other children. It was already late 

when they got home. After dinner, Huanhuan kept pestering Xia ruofei to play games. Tian Huixin urged 

her several times before she reluctantly went to take a shower and sleep. Xia ruofei also returned to the 

guest room that Tian Huixin had arranged for him. The next morning, Ma Zhiming rushed to the hospital 

to pick up MA Xiong from the hospital. Before he was discharged, Dean Qin personally arranged for MA 



Xiong to do a thorough examination. The results shocked Dean Qin again. A series of brain CT and MRI 

results showed that the ruptured blood vessels in MA Xiong’s brain had been completely repaired. Not 

only that, but all the previous bleeding had also been naturally absorbed. Even some parts of his body 

that had suffered irreversible damage had miraculously recovered. In other words, MA Xiong was a 

completely healthy person now, even healthier than before he fell sick. Dean Qin felt like he had wasted 

all his years of studying medicine. Everything that had happened yesterday had completely overturned 

his understanding of medicine. Dean Qin’s medical skills were very high, and his love for medicine was 

beyond doubt. It was because of this that his heart felt like it was being scratched by a kitten. He really 

wanted to get to know Xia ruofei and discuss the treatment with him in depth. Xia ruofei only used one 

dose of medicine during the entire treatment to save the patient with a cerebral hemorrhage. It was a 

perfect recovery. This was definitely unprecedented. If the results were summed up, it would not be a 

problem to win the Nobel Prize in Medicine. However, Ma Zhiming knew that Xia ruofei did not like to 

be disturbed, so he naturally rejected Dean Qin’s request. Not only that, but he also repeatedly told 

Dean Qin to keep his mouth shut. Dean Qin could only helplessly watch MA Xiong and his son get into 

the car and leave. He felt like he had missed a great medical breakthrough, and he was quite unwilling, 

but there was nothing he could do. Not only that, but he also had to keep his mouth shut. Otherwise, he 

would not be able to keep his current job, let alone make a breakthrough in his medical research. MA 

Xiong was also anxious to return home. After the results came out, MA Xiong finally realized how serious 

his illness was yesterday. Without Xia ruofei, he would have died. Ma Zhiming also told him that Xia 

ruofei had cured Huanhuan’s autism, which made him even more excited. Huanhuan was the Pearl in his 

palm! Therefore, MA Xiong, the tycoon of Hong Kong, was thinking about how to thank Xia ruofei. 

Chapter 123: The precious white truffle (1) 

Xia ruofei was playing with Huanhuan in the garden when the Maybach 62s that MA Xiong and Ma 

Zhiming were in slowly drove into the mansion on shallow water Bay Road. Huan Huan sat on the swing 

while Xia ruofei pushed the swing from behind. As the swing went higher and higher, Huanhuan kept 

chuckling. Tian Huixin stood at the side and watched this scene, a knowing smile appearing on her face. 

Xia ruofei saw the Maybach stop in front of the building. He held onto the swing and said to Huan 

Huan,””Huanhuan, your grandfather is back. Let’s go!” “Oh ...” Huanhuan pouted. She was having a 

good time, but she was suddenly stopped, so she was a little unhappy. Xia ruofei laughed and walked to 

the front. He picked up Huanhuan and walked towards the front of the building. At this moment, MA 

Xiong and Ma Zhiming had already gotten off the car and were walking over. “Mr. Xia, I’ll never forget 

the kindness of saving my life!” MA Xiong extended his hand to Xia ruofei from afar. Xia ruofei held 

Huanhuan with one hand and shook MA Xiong’s hand with the other. He smiled and said,””It’s good that 

old Mr. MA is fine. ” Then, Xia ruofei reached out and gently pinched Huanhuan’s little face. He 

said,””Huanhuan, quickly call Grandpa.” MA Xiong was also looking at Huan Huan nervously. Huanhuan 

was no longer the autistic girl she was before. Her eyes were bright, and she looked at MA Xiong before 

she called out in her baby voice,”Hello, Grandpa!” MA Xiong felt comforted and said,”Good, good, good! 

My good granddaughter ...” This business giant was no different from an ordinary old man at this time. 

His eyes were even a little red. Seeing that his precious granddaughter had recovered, he was also 

excited. “Daddy, you have to control your emotions. You can’t be too excited ...” Ma Zhiming quickly 

said. “What’s there to be afraid of with Mr. Xia here?”MA Xiong said nonchalantly. The couple, Ma 

Zhiming and Tian Huixin, couldn’t help but laugh when they heard this. Wasn’t that so? With a miracle 

doctor like Xia ruofei here, they would not be afraid even if something happened. MA Xiong 



continued,”besides, you’ve seen the results of today’s examination. Not only has my brain fully 

recovered, but my blood pressure has also been controlled. I’m very healthy now!” The main cause of 

the cerebral hemorrhage was MA Xiong’s high blood pressure. Xia ruofei’s medicine the day before had 

not only cured his brain damage and blood clots, but also greatly relieved his high blood pressure. “Yup! 

Xia Sheng’s medical skills are really amazing!” Ma Zhiming sighed and said,”xiasheng, we owe you a big 

favor for treating Huanhuan’s illness. Now, you’ve saved my daddy’s life. I don’t even know how to 

thank you ...” Xia ruofei smiled.”You don’t have to be so polite. Besides, didn’t you pay for the 

treatment?” “Xia Sheng, that’s just a small token of our appreciation. It’s not worth mentioning 

compared to your great kindness!” Ma Zhiming quickly said. Xia ruofei smiled and did not continue the 

conversation. The reason why he treated Huanhuan was entirely out of his love for this cute little girl. He 

agreed to come to Hong Kong this time because the MA family could help him in his career in the future. 

However, the more important reason seemed to be that MA Xiong was Huanhuan’s grandfather and Lu 

You had asked him for help. MA Xiong’s check – up at the hospital took a long time, so it was time for 

dinner after everyone sat in the garden and chatted. This was the first meal that MA Xiong would have 

after returning home from his illness. Furthermore, Xia ruofei was there, so it was very Grand. MA 

Xiong’s wife had passed away, so only MA Xiong, Ma Zhiming, his wife, Huan Huan, and Xia ruofei were 

eating. In the exquisitely decorated and spacious dining room, there was a long dining table with 

exquisite pure silver tableware placed neatly on it. After everyone was seated, the Butler instructed the 

servants to start serving the dishes. The first dish served was ordinary – looking Italy. The servants 

pushed the small cart briskly and placed a bowl of spaghetti in front of everyone. Then, a white man in a 

white chef’s uniform and a tall hat walked up with a plate. The plate was filled with a layer of rice, and 

on top of the rice were two goose egg – sized things that looked like potatoes. As soon as the plate was 

served, Xia ruofei immediately smelled a strong but indescribable fragrance. It seemed to have the 

fragrance of soil and tree roots. “Mr. Xia,” MA Xiong said with a smile,”I just bought these two pieces of 

white truffles two days ago. I fell sick before I could eat them. I’d like to invite you to enjoy them with 

me today.” MA Xiong gestured to the White chef and the chef immediately brought the plate to Xia 

ruofei’s side. He put the plate down gently and picked up a piece of truffle from the plate. Then, he took 

out something that looked like a bottle opener and a plane. The chef skillfully peeled off pieces of white 

truffle that were as thin as paper and covered Xia ruofei’s Italy. Upon close contact, the unique 

fragrance became even more intense. The cut white truffle had marble – like lines on the surface, 

looking very beautiful. Soon, the chef added many pieces of white truffle to everyone’s plate. However, 

because the truffle was very thin, they didn’t even finish one piece. MA Xiong picked up the plate and 

took a deep breath of the rich fragrance. He looked intoxicated. MA Xiong was also a glutton, so he was 

very particular about food. He smiled and said,”Xia Sheng, this white truffle is known as the white gold 

on the dining table. In Europe and America, it’s considered one of the three most precious treasures 

along with caviar and foie gras! These two pieces are the best white truffle from the Alba region in Italy. 

I spent 1.8 million Hong Kong dollars to buy them three days ago, and then they were directly air – flown 

here. It has been less than four days since they were harvested, so now is the best time to eat them. Try 

them!” Xia ruofei was shocked when he heard that. The two pieces of ‘potatoes’ cost 1.8 million Hong 

Kong dollars. That was too extravagant. Xia ruofei took a bite. He did not know how to describe the taste 

in words. The texture was naturally very fresh and the fragrance was very unique. When paired with the 

clear and fragrant Italy white wine, altavilladela Corte, it had an indescribable unique flavor. “Old master 

Ma, is this white truffle really that valuable?” Xia ruofei said,”can you give me a detailed introduction?” 

MA Xiong laughed and said,”the price of white truffle is at least 3000 US dollars per pound. This kind of 



high – Quality white truffle from the Alba region is even more priceless. The auction price can even 

reach tens of thousands of US dollars per pound. The heavier the weight of a single white truffle, the 

higher the price. The reason for such a high price is very simple. It has a unique taste, is rare in 

production, and can not be cultivated by man!” After listening to MA Xiong’s endless introduction, Xia 

ruofei finally understood that truffles were a type of fungi growing in the soil under oak or beech trees. 

Due to the high requirements for humidity, climate, tree species, and soil, it was basically impossible to 

cultivate. Only truffle hunters and specially trained hounds could find them, so the price had always 

been high. Truffles had always been a favorite on the Western dining table. Countless people were 

attracted to its charming fragrance, and there was a huge demand for it every year. White truffle was 

the most precious of all truffles. Even in a good year, the world’s production of white truffle was only 

about 3 tons, so the price could be imagined. In fact, truffles and wormgrass were surprisingly similar. 

They were both the results of fungi conversion, the representatives of expensive and luxurious natural 

nourishments, and both had excellent functions. Therefore, there was a saying that the East ate 

wormgrass, while the West ate truffles. Hearing MA Xiong’s words, Xia ruofei’s heart skipped a beat. 

This kind of top – grade ingredient was really promising! Others might not be able to cultivate it, but he 

could! 

Chapter 124: MA Xiong’s gift (1) 

Xia ruofei looked at the White truffle in the chef’s hand and wanted to snatch it away and throw it into 

the spirit map space. He almost couldn’t help but ask MA Xiong for the remaining half truffle. However, 

Xia ruofei knew that he couldn’t be so impulsive. Otherwise, it would be too suspicious. After the White 

truffle was picked, it would not be preserved for more than a week. If he didn’t eat it, what was he going 

to do? Hence, Xia ruofei waited until the luncheon was over. Every dish of this meal used top – Quality 

ingredients, and several dishes were accompanied by precious white truffle. Even if it was a very 

ordinary dish, the taste of white truffle would immediately change dramatically. This made Xia ruofei 

even more determined to develop his white truffle plantation business. After the meal, Xia ruofei 

reminisced and said,””Mr. MA, this white truffle is really impressive and memorable!” “Xia Sheng, that’s 

what every customer who has tasted the high – Quality white truffle would say,” MA Xiong laughed. Xia 

ruofei deliberately put on a bitter face and said,”old Mr. MA, you’ve brought me harm!” I can’t taste 

anything after I go back!” Seeing Xia ruofei’s high opinion of the White truffle, MA Xiong was very happy. 

He laughed and said,””Xia Sheng, this is easy! This is the season for truffles. I’ll immediately order my 

men Italy to buy it and then fly it directly to the three mountains so that you can taste the freshest 

truffles!” Xia ruofei was shocked and quickly said,””No, it’s too precious ... But since you’re familiar with 

it, I’d like to trouble you to help me buy a batch of high – Quality truffles ...” “A batch?” MA Xiong asked 

in shock. “I don’t need a lot, just one or two kilograms!” Xia ruofei was a little embarrassed as he 

said,”I’ll eat a portion for myself. I’m planning to give some to the elders.” “No problem!” MA Xiong said 

straightforwardly. Xia ruofei said happily,”thank you!” I’ll pay for it ...” “Xia Sheng, let’s not talk about 

the money!” MA Xiong waved his hand and interrupted Xia ruofei.”I don’t even know how to repay you 

for saving my life! Besides, you should know that this small amount of money is nothing to me. Just give 

me a chance to express my sincerity!” Xia ruofei thought for a while and smiled,”sure!” I’ll have to 

trouble you then!” MA Xiong invited Xia ruofei to stay in Hong Kong for a few more days, but Xia ruofei 

was still worried about his company, so he declined politely. He stayed at the MA family’s house for a 

day and prepared a course of Chinese medicine for Huanhuan. This time, he added two – thirds of the 

petals of the exotic flower. This way, Huanhuan would be able to recover completely after the course of 



treatment. That day, Ma Zhiming didn’t go to work. Instead, he brought his wife and daughter to tour 

Hong Kong with Xia ruofei. In the evening, Ma Zhiming and his wife brought Huanhuan along with Xia 

ruofei on MA Xiong’s Sunseeker luxury yacht for a night tour of Hong Kong. They enjoyed the beautiful 

night view of Hong Kong. The next day, Ma Zhiming’s family personally sent Xia ruofei to the airport. 

They used MA Xiong’s private jet, a Gulfstream 650, to send Xia ruofei back to San Shan city. Xia ruofei 

also enjoyed the luxurious charter flight service. Not only that, but he also had a check of 5 million 

Chinese dollars in his arms. This was the consultation fee for MA Xiong’s treatment. Xia ruofei had made 

a special trip to Hong Kong for this and had even used a precious flower petal. Hence, he did not reject it 

and accepted it. In addition to the one million they had paid for Huanhuan’s medical fees, Xia ruofei had 

already made six million Chinese dollars, which was several times more than what he had earned from 

stone gambling, growing vegetables, and selling meat. Private planes, luxury cars, yachts, mansions ... 

Xia ruofei had experienced the life of the top rich people personally this time. He was greatly touched. 

Although he did not expect to become a rich man in one go or become as rich as MA Xiong, Xia ruofei at 

least had a direction to work towards and an intuitive understanding of the future. After returning to 

Sanshan, they quickly cleared the customs through the private jet passageway. When they came out of 

the special terminal building, a Mercedes – Benz car from Hengfeng group’s office in Sanshan was 

already waiting there. Xia ruofei asked the driver to send him to San Shan city. He went to the Industrial 

and Commercial Bank of China to cash out the two checks. One million Yuan was deposited into the 

company’s account to pay for the next stage of the workers ‘salaries and the rest of the project funds. 

With this one million Yuan, it was basically enough for last year. Xia ruofei deposited the remaining five 

million into his card. He was going to buy another batch of Jade before the Spring Festival and was 

looking forward to the spirit map space being upgraded again. Then, Xia ruofei went to the headquarters 

of the lingji restaurant to look for Ling Qingxue and gave her the small gift he had bought in Hong Kong. 

Although a Cartier crystal necklace worth a hundred thousand Yuan was not considered a luxury to the 

little princess of the lingji cosmetics store, Ling Qingxue was still pleasantly surprised. This was the first 

time Xia ruofei had bought jewelry for her, so it had a different meaning. Ling Qingxue’s face was red 

and her eyes were filled with tenderness. She bit her lower lip lightly and looked around to make sure 

no one was around. Then, she quickly stood on her tiptoes and gave Xia ruofei a light kiss on the cheek. 

She then ran back to the Ling Ji headquarters building with a red face. Xia ruofei touched his cheek that 

had been ‘suddenly attacked’ again and grinned. This girl was getting bolder and bolder. She even dared 

to be so bold in front of her own company ... However, Xia ruofei had originally wanted to invite Ling 

Qingxue for lunch. However, Ling Qingxue’s sudden attack had naturally ruined his plan for lunch. Xia 

ruofei lifted his head and looked at the Ling Ji building with a smile. At this moment, his phone rang with 

a WeChat notification. Xia ruofei took it out and saw that it was a message from Ling Qingxue. “RUO Fei, 

thank you! I’m very happy ...” “This girl ...” Xia ruofei said with a smile. He didn’t hesitate and 

immediately sent Ling Qingxue a kiss emoji of a big cat. Ever since he recovered from his terminal illness, 

Xia ruofei’s attitude towards Ling Qingxue had changed. Although they did not break the ice, Xia ruofei 

enjoyed this little ambiguous relationship very much. Ling Qingxue quickly replied with an emoji of an 

iron hammer hitting the head. Xia ruofei couldn’t help but laugh. Since Ling Qingxue’s lunch plan was 

ruined, Xia ruofei went to Hu Zi’s mother’s house. It was almost lunch time, so he could freeload a meal 

there and bring the gifts for Hu Zi’s mother and Lin Qiao. Lin Qiao was on winter vacation, so she stayed 

at home. Naturally, he was overjoyed to see Xia ruofei. Especially when they saw the gifts that Xia ruofei 

had brought from Hong Kong, they were so excited that they cheered. Xia ruofei had prepared some 

nutritional supplements for Hu Zi’s mother, and Lin Qiao had a set of Dior cosmetics and an authentic 



Disney doll. Lin Qiao was a big girl now, so she could use some cosmetics. As for the doll, Xia ruofei had 

bought it when he was at Disneyland in Hong Kong with Ma Zhiming’s family. Lin Qiao really liked it and 

played with it for a long time. She didn’t even put it down when she was eating. After having a 

heartwarming lunch with Hu Zi’s mother and Lin Qiao, Xia ruofei bade them farewell and left. As there 

was still some unfinished work on the farm, the construction site was still in a mess. Xia ruofei promised 

the two that he would come and pick them up a few days before the Spring Festival. After leaving Lin 

Qiao’s house, Xia ruofei took a taxi back to Taoyuan farm. Ye Lingyun and pang Hao were both busy with 

their own matters. When they saw Xia ruofei return, they came over to report the progress of their 

work. The security system was all in place. Ye Lingyun had personally inspected it. Now, the installation 

and debugging work was going on in an orderly manner. With ye Lingyun watching over the scene, Xia 

ruofei was very assured. Pang Hao had also managed the finance department’s work in an orderly 

manner. The fifteen newly recruited workers had all applied for their salary cards and could be paid 

directly through the bank. At the same time, the communication with the construction team was also 

done well, and the construction money was paid to the other party in batches and sufficient amounts. 

Xia ruofei was very satisfied with everyone’s work. He estimated that in another five or six days, the 

entire Taoyuan farm would be ready for use. In the next few days, Xia ruofei resumed his daily routine. 

Other than patrolling the construction site, he would read books, surf the internet, go out for a walk 

with lightning, or take care of all kinds of plants and crops in the space. During this period, he completed 

another batch of succulent plants cutting. At the same time, he put the matured succulent seedlings on 

the shelves for sale, earning him another 100000 Yuan. On the third day, Xia ruofei suddenly received a 

call. “Hello, are you Mr. Xia?” “I’m Xia ruofei, Who are you?” Xia ruofei asked. “Hello, Mr. Xia. I’m the 

manager of Hengfeng group’s office in Sanshan. My surname is Huang.” The person on the other end of 

the line said,”Chairman MA of our group’s Board of Directors has something to pass to you. May I know 

if it’s convenient for you to receive it now?” Xia ruofei knew that the truffles MA Xiong had bought for 

him had arrived. He quickly said,””I’m free anytime. I’ll send you the address. Come over now!” 

“Alright!” After Xia ruofei sent the address to manager Huang, about half an hour later, a black SUV with 

a fierce design drove up to the entrance of the villa ... 

Chapter 125: Monster – Class SUV (Part 1)_1 

Xia ruofei was shocked when he saw the car. The car was more than six meters long and nearly three 

meters wide. The black body of the car completely abandoned the traditional curves and was full of 

sharp edges and corners. It looked like a bloodthirsty beast with a kind of domineering aura. It was 

simply a road tank! The half – ton pickup truck was like a little brother in front of it, and the mighty 

Hummer H2 was like a little sheep next to it. Xia ruofei quickly used the remote control to open the 

courtyard gate of the villa. The three – meter wide gate was only big enough for the car to pass through. 

A domineering and fierce off – Road vehicle stopped in the courtyard, and a young man in a dark blue 

suit jumped out of it. “Hello, are you Mr. Xia?” “I am. You must be manager Huang, right?” Xia ruofei 

said with a smile. “I wouldn’t dare, I wouldn’t dare. Mr. Xia, you can just call me Xiao Huang!” Manager 

Huang said quickly. Xia ruofei thought,”Hengfeng group is indeed a super Financial Group!” A mere 

manager of the three mountains office actually drove such an impressive car ... Although he didn’t know 

how much this off – Road vehicle with the “K” LOGO on the front was worth, he could tell from the 

outside that it was definitely not cheap. However, Xia ruofei naturally would not say what he was 

thinking. He just smiled and said,””Manager Huang, thank you for your hard work ...” “You’re welcome, 

Mr. Xia!” Manager Huang said respectfully,”this is a task personally assigned by Chairman MA. We don’t 



dare to neglect it!” Manager Huang opened the car door and took out a large thermos box from the 

back seat. He handed it to Xia ruofei and said,””Mr. Xia, please check it!” Xia ruofei took the thermal box 

and looked at it. It was still sealed by the Hengfeng group. Seeing that the seal was intact, he smiled and 

tore it off. He opened the thermal box. It was filled to the brim with rice. Xia ruofei knew that truffles 

had to be stored in rice, so he reached in and took a look. Sure enough, he found a piece of white truffle. 

When he took it out, he saw that although it was smaller than the one he had at the MA family’s 

mansion, the quality was not inferior. Xia ruofei didn’t check how much truffle was in the box. He buried 

the White truffle in the rice and closed the lid of the chamber. “No problem. Thank you, manager 

Huang!” Xia ruofei said. “Mr. Xia, please sign this!” Manager Huang passed a list to Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei 

signed his name without a second word. “Manager Huang, I’m going to put down the truffles. Please 

excuse me ...” Xia ruofei said. Although the rice stored in the insulated box would be fine for a while, Xia 

ruofei still couldn’t wait to put them into the spirit map space. It was the only place where they could 

keep the food fresh. “Please wait a moment, Mr. Xia. We haven’t finished handing over the items yet!” 

Manager Huang said quickly. “Ah? There’s something else?” Xia ruofei was stunned as well. He asked in 

confusion,”what else is there?” “It’s this car!” Manager Huang said,”Chairman MA of the corporation 

instructed me to send this to you. We have already completed all the relevant procedures.” “What?” Xia 

ruofei couldn’t help but cry out,”you’re saying ... This car is also for me?” “Yeah! Chairman MA 

personally told us that the car just passed through Hong Kong’s customs yesterday. We used all our 

connections to get all the relevant procedures done in one day. ” Manager Huang said. Xia ruofei 

couldn’t help but look at the two – meter – tall giant off – Road vehicle. It was like a muscular monster 

and had a strong visual impact. Strictly speaking, it was already an armored vehicle. “No, no, no! This car 

is too expensive, I can’t take it!” Xia ruofei quickly waved his hand and said,”you should just drive back!” 

“Mr. Xia, I’m only in charge of delivering the car and the things to you. I can’t make any decisions for 

other matters!” Said manager Huang. Please help me sign for it first!” “I really can’t accept this ...” Xia 

ruofei said with a bitter smile. “Mr. Xia, if you don’t accept it, I won’t be able to report back!” Manager 

Huang pulled a long face and said,”please help me! If you really don’t want it, you can call Chairman MA 

or Chairman MA later and ask them to take it back!” Xia ruofei said helplessly,”all right ... Come, sign for 

me!” Manager Huang was just an errand boy, and Xia ruofei could not talk to him. Manager Huang 

quickly took out another sheet of paper and handed it to Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei did not look at it and 

signed it. Manager Huang passed the car keys and remote control to Xia ruofei and said,””Mr. Xia, let me 

introduce you to this car!” Xia ruofei smiled bitterly and nodded.””Alright then!” Speaking of cars, 

manager Huang immediately perked up and said,””Mr. Xia, this Knight XV off – Road vehicle is produced 

by Canada’s Conquest vehicle company. Every one of them is hand – made and there are only 100 of 

them in the world. “The body of the car is made of bulletproof steel plates and glass fiber wheel arches 

and bumper. The windows and windshield are all made of bulletproof and transparent materials. It is 

equipped with a 6.8 – liter V10 engine with a maximum power of 400 horsepower. The interior uses an 

improved Ford heavy vehicle chassis ...” Xia ruofei couldn’t help but be dumbfounded. How was this a 

car? It was simply a tank! “Manager Huang, can you tell me how much this car cost?” he quickly asked. 

Manager Huang smiled and said,”the overseas price of this car is $695000. However, after including the 

shipping and tariffs, it’s definitely worth far more than this price. Chairman MA also customized a thicker 

armor and deeply modified the car. As far as I know, the total cost is no less than $4 million!” Alright! 

This car alone was worth more than 20 million Chinese dollars, which was several times more than Xia 

ruofei’s current net worth! Even though Xia ruofei was mentally prepared, he was still shocked by the 

price. “Mr. Xia,” manager Huang continued,”after the modification, the weight of this car has reached 



more than six tons, and the carrying weight can reach about three tons. The internal space has reached 

283 cubic inches. Even if six professional basketball players sit in it, it won’t feel crowded at all. In 

addition, this car can withstand 20 kilograms of explosives, and the chassis can withstand the impact of 

hand grenades. In addition, the default bulletproof level of the entire vehicle is B4, but this car can reach 

B6 after some modifications ...” Then, manager Huang introduced some other features of the car, such 

as the Wilton cashmere carpet, night vision, rear camera system, PS3 game console, alpaian navigation 

and Bluetooth equipment, bulletproof flat tires, and original factory flash lights. In addition, it was 

equipped with a built – in oxygen survival kit and other safety features. It also came with a 27 – inch LCD 

TV, a water bar, a freezer, a cigar box, and other facilities. It could be said that it was luxurious in every 

way. After manager Huang finished his introduction, he looked at the monster – grade SUV with envy. 

Then, he took out a file and handed it to Xia ruofei.””Mr. Xia, this is the full set of documents for this car. 

The application for the mainland license plate is already in the process. I will send it to you when it’s 

done. During this period, you must bring these documents with you when you drive out for the traffic 

police to check.” “Alright, thank you!” Xia ruofei took the document with a smile. “Mr. Xia, I’ll take my 

leave first.” Manager Huang said. “Manager Huang, it’s not easy to get a taxi here since there’s no 

village or shop. Let me send you to the main road nearby!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”I’ll try this car 

too.” “Then ... I’ll have to trouble you!” Manager Huang said. “Wait a moment, I’ll put the truffle in.” Xia 

ruofei said. He carried the insulated box into the villa and went to the kitchen to avoid everyone’s eyes. 

Then, he summoned the spirit map scroll and sent the insulated box into the spirit map space. Then, Xia 

ruofei quickly walked out of the villa and called manager Huang to get in the car. The Knight XV’s chassis 

was 355mm from the ground, so the body of the car looked very high. Xia ruofei stepped on the pedal 

and sat in the driver’s seat of the Super SUV. He had the illusion that he was climbing onto a Dongfeng 

Truck. He took a deep breath, inserted the key into the hole, twisted it, and started the fire ... Knight XV 

immediately roared. Xia ruofei suddenly felt his blood boiling ... 

Chapter 126: Monster – Class SUV (Part 2)_1 

Xia ruofei moved his body slightly and felt the hand – made leather seat. Then, he fastened his seat belt, 

shifted gears, and stepped on the accelerator ... With a surge of power output, the Knight XV that 

weighed more than six tons suddenly shot out. The 6.8 – liter V10 engine drove such a heavy body 

without any sense of delay. Xia ruofei turned the steering wheel and realized that the car was not as 

cumbersome as he had imagined. It was very agile. In the Army, Xia ruofei had even driven an armored 

vehicle before, so it was not a problem for him to drive this monster – Class SUV. He drove the car 

through the villa’s Gate and came to the road outside. Then, he started to step on the accelerator. At 

that moment, the windows were all open. Xia ruofei felt as if an airplane had flown by, and the roar of 

the engine was shocking. The modified Knight XV had excellent acceleration. Xia ruofei felt a push on his 

back after stepping on the accelerator. The car sped up on the road. The road was only four meters 

wide. The Knight XV was speeding on the road at a high speed. It was very exciting. Manager Huang’s 

face turned pale. After a while, they arrived at the main road. Xia ruofei still had a feeling that he had 

not had enough. He simply drove the car in the direction of Changping County. Knight XV had the 

appearance of a domineering Dark Warrior. Almost 100% of people turned their heads, especially when 

they arrived at Changping County. Many people even took out their mobile phones to take pictures. 

There were only 100 units of this car in the world, and it was said that there were only three in China. It 

was rare to see one. What was interesting was that there was also a Hummer H2 in Changping County. 

Xia ruofei compared it to the Hummer H2. The top of the Hummer only reached the Knight XV’s window. 



In front of the Knight XV, the Hummer was like a delicate little girl. Xia ruofei dropped manager Huang 

off at the county town and drove to Taoyuan farm. Along the way, he also enjoyed his driving. Men 

seemed to be born with a love for good cars. Especially Xia ruofei, who had been through a lot in the 

military. In front of such a muscular super SUV, he had no resistance at all. He was deeply fascinated by 

this road tank. However, he suppressed his excitement and stopped the car by the roadside. He gave 

MA Xiong a call. When he was in Hong Kong, MA Xiong gave Xia ruofei his private phone number. “Xia 

Sheng! Did you receive my gift?” MA Xiong laughed as soon as he picked up the phone.”How is it? Do 

you like it?” Xia ruofei forced a smile.”Old Mr. MA, I’ll shamelessly accept the truffles you’ve given me. 

But I really can’t take this car.” “Xia Sheng, I bought this Knight XV a while ago. I’ve been modifying it in 

Hong Kong.” MA Xiong said,”I heard from Zhiming that you use an ordinary pickup truck every day, so I 

wanted to give you this car. Why? Does this car not suit your taste? It’s fine if you don’t like SUVs, I’ve 

also ordered a limited edition Ferrari ...” “Mr. MA, you’ve misunderstood ...” Xia ruofei quickly 

interrupted MA Xiong and said,”it’s not that I don’t like it, but ... This car is too expensive. I can’t take 

it!” This old man was really too much. He gave a supercar without considering whether other people’s 

small hearts could take it. Could it be that all the Super – rich people were so willful? MA Xiong 

immediately pretended to be angry.”Xia Sheng, you saved my life. Don’t tell me my life is not worth a 

few million dollars?” “That’s not what I meant ... I’ve already accepted the payment for your treatment. 

It’s not right for me to accept this car ...” Xia ruofei explained with a bitter smile. “Xia Sheng, are you 

talking about the five million Chinese dollars?” MA Xiong laughed and said,”that’s just a small token of 

our appreciation. The last time I went to the United States for a small knee joint surgery, it cost more 

than this. Not to mention, you pulled me back from the gates of hell!” MA Xiong continued,”xiasheng, 

why don’t you just take this car as my advance payment? that way, I’ll be able to ask you for help the 

next time I have a difficult and complicated illness, right?” You’re not allowed to decline again, if you do, 

you’re not giving me face!” Xia ruofei could only helplessly reply,””Alright then! Thank you, old Mr. MA 

...” “Hahaha! It’s just a small token of appreciation. Xia Sheng, don’t be so polite!” MA Xiong said with a 

smile,”there’s the phone number of the car modification company in the file. Call this number if you 

have any problems with your car. They will immediately send someone from Hong Kong to deal with it 

for you!” Hahaha! This car really can’t be repaired in the mainland ...” “Alright, I got it!” Xia ruofei said. 

He then chatted with MA Xiong for a while and invited him to visit Sanshan when he was free before he 

hung up. Xia ruofei started the car again and drove the powerful and domineering super SUV back to 

Taoyuan farm. He had just stopped the car when pang Hao and ye Lingyun ran out of the villa. “RUO Fei! 

Whose car is this? The Knight XV? It’s too F * cking awesome!” Pang Hao shouted,”I’ve only seen 

pictures on the internet! I can’t believe I actually saw a real car today!” Ye linyun’s eyes lit up as 

well.”Brother Xia, where did you get this car? It’s so exciting!” Xia ruofei smiled and said,””This car is 

mine now.” “What?” Pang Hao cried out in shock,”yours? RUO Fei, did you win the lottery? He’s actually 

buying the Knight XV ...” A few workers who were working nearby saw the flashy car and surrounded it. 

When they heard pang Hao’s words, one of them smiled and asked,””Boss, this car looks very expensive. 

It must be more than a million Yuan, right?” “More than a million?” pang Hao’s mouth twitched. It’s 

more or less enough to buy the wheels ... This car will cost at least 15 million Yuan to import into China!” 

“What? 1...15 million?” The worker was so shocked by the price that he even stuttered. “Brother Xia, is 

this car really that expensive?” ye Lingyun asked Xia ruofei. Xia ruofei smiled and nodded.”Well ... The 

price of the car is about 15 to 16 million dollars. However, mine has been modified. It cost about 4 

million dollars in total.” Hiss ... There was a series of gasps. Even pang Hao, who was familiar with the 

market, was stunned when he heard the price. After a long while, he came back to his senses and 



reached out his hand to Xia ruofei impatiently.””Hurry, hurry, hurry, give me the key! Let me go for a 

walk!” Xia ruofei slapped pang Hao’s hand away and asked,””What are you scared of? Do you have a 

driver’s license?” “Hehe ... I’ve already passed subject three. I’ll get my driver’s license very soon ...” 

Pang Hao laughed awkwardly. “Get lost!” Xia ruofei laughed and scolded,”I’m not worried about my car, 

but I’m worried that the wall won’t be able to take it!” The crowd burst into laughter. Pang Hao knew 

that he did not have a driver’s license, and it was definitely dangerous to drive such a powerful off – 

Road vehicle, so he could only pull back his hand resentfully. “Brother Xia ...” Ye Lingyun said weakly. Xia 

ruofei glanced at him and threw the car keys to him.””Come back after one round! Don’t drive too fast, 

this is a car, not an airplane ...” “Yes!” Ye Lingyun was overjoyed. He quickly opened the car door and got 

in. “Hey, hey, hey! RUO Fei, this isn’t fair! Why can’t you give it to me when I want it? you gave the key 

to little ye the moment she opened her mouth?” Pang Hao shouted loudly. Xia ruofei rolled his 

eyes.”Nonsense. He even drove an armored vehicle in the Army. How can you compare to him?” “I ...” 

Pang Hao was suddenly at a loss for words. On the other side, ye Lingyun could not wait to start the car. 

The Knight XV made a loud roar. “Wait, wait, wait!” Pang Hao quickly shouted. I can’t drive it, but it 

shouldn’t be a problem to take a car!” After that, he jogged to the other side, opened the door of the 

front passenger seat, and climbed up on his hands and feet. His chubby body seemed very flexible. Ye 

Lingyun drove pang Hao and the Knight XV out of the villa’s courtyard. Xia ruofei returned to the villa 

immediately. Yingying was very confident in ye Lingyun’s driving skills. She knew that this kid would 

definitely be fine. As Xia ruofei went upstairs, he was thinking about an important matter – cultivating 

truffles!  

Chapter 127: Cultivating truffle_1 

Xia ruofei returned to his bedroom, carefully closed the curtains, and locked the door and windows. 

Then, he summoned the spirit map scroll from his body and entered the spirit map space with a 

thought. The insulated box with truffles was placed beside the spatial spirit pond. Xia ruofei carried a 

clean box and walked over. He opened the chamber and took out the truffles that were buried in the 

rice. Xia ruofei realized that there was not only the precious white truffle, but also the high – Quality 

black truffle. After a while, there were two piles of truffles in the tidying box. One was white truffle and 

the other was black truffle. They were all the purest truffle from the Alba region of Italy. Each pile was 

about two kilograms. Xia ruofei took some water from the spirit pool and poured it into the sorting box. 

When the water was just above the truffle, he stopped pouring. Then, he took the Tupperware 

containing the petals of the exotic flower. There were already 16 petals in it. He carefully picked up a 

petal with a pair of tweezers and threw it into the tidying box. When the flower petal came into contact 

with the spirit pond water, it immediately dissolved. Xia ruofei used a small wooden stick to carefully 

mix the ingredients before leaving the spirit map space. He went to the balcony to smoke a cigarette. 

From a distance, he saw ye Lingyun’s Knight XV driving back, so he left the bedroom and quickly went 

downstairs. As soon as they arrived downstairs, the huge black SUV rushed into the courtyard and 

stopped steadily next to the pickup truck. The small pickup truck was like a pocket toy beside the Knight 

XV. Ye linyun and pang Hao jumped off the car. Ye Lingyun returned the keys to Xia ruofei and said 

excitedly,””Brother Xia, this is so satisfying! It was like driving an armored vehicle in the Army! And it’s 

much more comfortable than armored vehicles!” “Next time, if you feel like it, you can come to me for 

the key!” Xia ruofei laughed. “Yes! Thank you, brother Xia!” Ye linyun said happily. “Ruofei ...” Pang Hao 

asked meekly,”that ... After I get my driver’s license, can you let me have a hand too?” He was so 

envious when he saw ye Lingyun driving. Xia ruofei laughed mockingly.”Lil ‘fatty, practice your skills first. 



Once you get your driver’s license, you can build that pickup truck however you want!” “Ah? “I still have 

to drive the pickup truck first ...” Pang Hao said with a bitter face. “Of course, there’s no after – Sales 

service for this car in China. Even if you scrape off some paint, I’ll have to ask the car modification shop 

in Hong Kong to get it done!” Xia ruofei said,”little comrade, don’t aim too high! When your skills are 

good enough, it’s not impossible to lend it to you for fun ...” “Alright ...” Xia ruofei laughed.”Alright, 

alright. Go and do your work!” Ye Lingyun and pang Hao went off to attend to their own matters while 

Xia ruofei returned to his bedroom, took out the spirit painting scroll, and entered the medium. He had 

been in the outside world for ten to twenty minutes, which was about five to six hours in the medium. 

The truffles must have fully absorbed the composition of the petals. After Xia ruofei entered the 

interspace, he took the box with truffles and walked to the other side. This area was previously empty 

and Xia ruofei did not have the time to develop them. However, three days ago, when Xia ruofei had just 

returned to Sanshan city, he had bought more than 20 oak saplings through Liang Qichao and planted 

them. Xia ruofei even used a petal of a strange flower to make a solution to water it. Three days ‘time 

was equivalent to almost two months in the origin space. Now, this place had become an Oak Forest. 

These oak trees had long since survived and had grown to the size of a bowl. Xia ruofei put down the 

box of truffles and then went to the side to get a shovel. Xia ruofei had also searched for information on 

truffle cultivation on the internet. Basically, the success rate of artificial cultivation of truffles was 

extremely low. At present, there were some relevant scientific research institutions in China that had 

made some attempts, mainly to carry out artificial infection on sterile saplings, and then transplant the 

infected truffle saplings into the forest. The success rate of this method was still not high, and it required 

special delicate maintenance and management of the forest, and it would take six to eight years for 

truffles to be produced. During this period, if the soil quality, temperature, humidity, sunlight, and other 

environmental factors couldn’t meet the conditions to produce truffles, it was likely to be a waste of 

effort. Naturally, Xia ruofei did not know how to infect the saplings with the fungi, so he decided to use 

the stupid method. He first took out a military dagger and cut the White truffle and black truffle into 

slices. Then, he started to dig under the oak tree with the shovel. Xia ruofei realized that the oak tree 

had completely taken root. Its roots were very thick, obviously due to the effect of the petal solution. He 

dug 20 centimeters deep, then used his hands to push away the soil next to the oak tree root. He placed 

the cut truffle close to the root, then filled the space with soil and poured the newly formulated flower 

petal solution. Xia ruofei did not know how to infect the oak tree root with the truffle fungi, but the 

ready – made truffle was stuck to the root and had been watered with the petal solution. It should be 

able to infect it successfully! Then, they did the same thing. Every thick root of each tree was dug out, 

and truffles were implanted in them. They were then refilled and watered with a petal solution. In order 

to increase the success rate, Xia ruofei had placed several pieces of truffle on each root in different 

positions. Even so, after planting all four kilograms of truffles, Xia ruofei was so tired that he was 

sweating. He had dug at least one to two hundred holes. For more than ten hours, he had been digging 

holes, planting truffle slices, filling them back, and watering them. After everything was done, Xia ruofei 

straightened his body and stretched his sore waist. He muttered to himself,””It’s finally done. You guys 

have to work hard! Otherwise, all my investment will be in vain. ” Not to mention the expensive truffles, 

Xia ruofei had spent three petals to plant one in the oak tree and another one to soak in truffles. He had 

used another one when he planted the truffles at the root. If this stupid method didn’t work, it would be 

a huge loss. Of course, now that everything was done, he could only wait. It would take at least four to 

five years to see the results in the outside world. However, Xia ruofei’s interspace had the time 

acceleration, the petal solution, the spatial spirit pool water, and the spiritual energy in the upgraded 



interspace. The results would probably be out in a month or so. If truffles could be produced, it would 

be close to the end of the traditional truffle season and bring Xia ruofei a lot of profits. Xia ruofei left the 

medium and went to the bathroom to take a shower. After washing away the dust on his body, it was 

almost time to eat. By the time Xia ruofei went downstairs, ye Lingyun had already prepared lunch. Ever 

since Yingying moved in, Xia ruofei did not have to worry about cooking. He only had to make sure that 

there were ingredients in the refrigerator. After having lunch with ye Lingyun and pang Hao, Xia ruofei 

returned to his room. He took out his phone and was about to call boss Chen of Lingyu house. The farm 

would be ready for use in a few days, and it would be the Spring Festival soon. They would be very busy 

then, so Xia ruofei wanted to use these two days to exchange the five million Yuan for Jade to see if he 

could evolve the spirit map space again. Five million Yuan was a little too much. Xia ruofei was worried 

that spirit Jade house might not be able to gather so many goods in a short time, so he decided to make 

a call first in case he found nothing. “Haha, brother Xia!” As soon as boss Chen picked up the phone, he 

laughed heartily and said,”why did you think of calling me? Are you itching to gamble in my shop again?” 

Chapter 128: _ 1! 

“Forget about the stone gambling ...” Xia ruofei smiled.”I know my limits.” Boss Chen, I’m looking for 

you to buy another batch of Jade. The quantity is a bit large, so I’m calling to ask first. ” “Oh? How much 

do you need?” When boss Chen heard that there was business, he was immediately interested. “Five 

million Chinese dollars!” Xia ruofei said indifferently and continued to ask,”do you have any in stock?” 

Boss Chen couldn’t help but take a deep breath. A business deal of five million Yuan was not a small deal 

even in the Jade industry. Furthermore, Xia ruofei was a long – term customer, and the demand for Jade 

was increasing every time. Boss Chen quickly calculated the stock in the store and said,””It shouldn’t be 

a problem. Brother Xia, you can come over at any time!” In fact, there was not much stock in spirit Jade 

house. However, boss Chen had agreed to it in order to secure a long – term customer like Xia ruofei. He 

had a few other Jade owners who he had good relations with. It was not a big problem to ask them to 

help with the turnover temporarily. “That’s great, I’ll drive over now!” Xia ruofei said. Then, Xia ruofei 

took his bank card and went downstairs to inform ye Lingyun. He then drove his newly acquired Knight 

XV towards the antique Street of the flowers and birds market in the three mountains city. This car 

naturally earned a lot of heads when it entered the city. Xia ruofei found a parking lot near the antique 

Street and parked his muscular Knight XV before walking to Lingyu house. By the time Xia ruofei arrived 

at Lingyu house, boss Chen had already prepared the five million Yuan worth of Jade that he needed. 

After Xia ruofei checked that there were no mistakes, both parties happily completed the transaction. 

Boss Chen even invited Xia ruofei to buy two raw stones next door to play with, but Xia ruofei rejected 

him tactfully. It was good to play stone gambling occasionally. If one bought it often, even if he chose a 

raw stone with a high price and did not open it on the spot, there was always the risk of exposing his 

secret. Besides, Xia ruofei made money very quickly, so buying Jade was the safest way. After taking the 

five million Yuan worth of Jade, Xia ruofei bade farewell to boss Chen and left spirit Jade house. After 

retrieving the overbearing Knight XV, Xia ruofei drove back to Paradise Farm. Ye Lingyun and pang Hao 

were busy with their own things. Xia ruofei carried a big bag of Jade and went to the bedroom on the 

second floor. After locking the door and windows, he summoned the spirit map scroll from his palm. 

Without another word, Xia ruofei opened the big bag of Jade and let the spirit map scroll absorb it. The 

pieces of jade were thrown into the painting and disappeared without a trace, like a clay ox entering the 

sea. Each piece of Jade was worth at least ten thousand, or even tens of thousands, and they were 

thrown into the spirit map scroll one after another as if they were free. Even though Xia ruofei was 



already used to the evolution of the spirit painting, he could not help but feel the pain in his heart. The 

Jade that was worth five million Chinese dollars was completely absorbed by the painting in a short 

while. Xia ruofei couldn’t wait to enter the spirit map space. First of all, he felt that the invisible spirit Qi 

in the space had become denser, and he felt as if he was floating in the air when he took a deep breath. 

Looking around, Xia ruofei could feel that the space had expanded. However, the space had become 

very large and it was not easy to see how much it had expanded. On the other hand, the spatial spirit 

pond had become much bigger. However, Xia ruofei frowned slightly. He realized that the diameter of 

the spatial spirit pool had increased to about six to seven meters. After the first evolution, the diameter 

of the spirit pool had become two meters, and the second time, it had become four meters. The space 

for the third evolution did not expand, but there was an invisible spiritual Qi inside, which allowed Xia 

ruofei to keep the spirit map scroll in his body. According to the previous pattern, since the space for 

evolution had been expanded, the diameter of the spirit pool should have been expanded to about eight 

meters! How could it only be six or seven meters? Xia ruofei frowned and thought for a while. Then, he 

decided not to care about this. He was most concerned about the plant and the five – colored flower on 

it. Hence, Xia ruofei quickly walked towards the nameless plant. 1、2、3、4、5…… Xia ruofei counted 

twice and realized that there were still five petals. It was not like he had expected to see an additional 

petal. He had just harvested five petals three days ago, and the five petals today were newly grown. 

According to the previous pattern, it was very likely that the sixth petal would appear! Xia ruofei’s brows 

furrowed even more. At this moment, he suddenly noticed a change. At the end of one of the branches 

of the nameless plant hung a thumb – sized fruit, green with a hint of light red. Xia ruofei’s heart started 

to beat faster. The petals of the wondrous flower already had so many heaven – defying effects, but this 

time, the nameless plant actually bore a fruit! What kind of special effects would this fruit have? Xia 

ruofei couldn’t help but feel excited and let his imagination run wild. However, he quickly realized that 

the fruit was not fully ripe yet. When he thought about the size of the spatial spirit pool, he had an 

answer. The evolution of the realm this time was not complete. After coming to this conclusion, Xia 

ruofei wanted to cry but had no tears. The first evolution of the space only used a piece of Jade 

paperweight given by professor Tian. The second evolution cost him 500000 Yuan of Jade. The third 

time, he had spent two to three million Yuan worth of Jade. Of course, this evolution also allowed Xia 

ruofei to keep the spirit map scroll in his body, solving the biggest hidden danger. This time, it was a 

Jade worth five million Yuan! After absorbing it, it still hadn’t completely evolved. The upgrade and 

evolution of this spirit map space was really too costly. However, the benefits of the evolution were 

obvious. Not to mention the expansion of space and the increase in time flow, Xia ruofei felt that it was 

worth it to spend any amount of money on the extra petal of the flower. One had to know that the 

petals of this strange flower would grow new every three days, and there would be one more petal 

every time. After a long time, it would accumulate to an incredible number. It could have more than a 

hundred petals in a year! And this time, a spiritual fruit that seemed to be of a higher grade appeared. 

Xia ruofei had a feeling that this new spiritual fruit would be worth it even if he had to spend another 

five million! It seemed like he still had to think of ways to earn more money! Xia ruofei furrowed his 

brows as he tried to think of a quick way to earn money. It would be best if he could get some money to 

buy jade before the Spring Festival. The space was halfway through its evolution. Xia ruofei’s heart felt 

like it was hanging in the air, or like it had been scratched by a cat’s paw. He couldn’t wait to get more 

Jade to complete the evolution of the space. If he wanted to make money quickly, he naturally had to 

think of a way from the resources inside the space. Xia ruofei released his mind and scanned the space 

like a scanner, hoping to find some money – making inspiration from the things that were planted and 



raised in the space. Just as Xia ruofei’s thoughts were passing through the space, he suddenly felt a very 

mysterious connection with a certain place in the space. He had never felt such a feeling before his 

complete evolution. Xia ruofei looked confused. He strengthened the telepathic connection as he slowly 

walked toward the location he sensed ...  

Chapter 129: wild ginseng 

Xia ruofei followed his senses and slowly walked to the edge of the space. In front of him was a layer of 

green membrane, and the invisible connection seemed to be even stronger. Xia ruofei closed his eyes 

and tried to sense it. Gradually, this feeling became clearer. Xia ruofei vaguely felt that there was 

another layer of space outside the membrane, and he had a spiritual connection with it. However, 

perhaps because the evolution this time was incomplete, this mental connection was always vague. The 

specific situation in outer space was always like a fog, unable to be clearly sensed. However, this 

discovery still made Xia ruofei extremely excited. A nested space outside the space? The current spirit 

map space had already given Xia ruofei too many surprises. What kind of surprise would the space 

outside bring him? The evolution this time was obviously not complete. If he continued to absorb Jade 

and reached the level of complete evolution, would he be able to open this space? Also, would the 

spiritual fruit on that nameless plant also mature? Xia ruofei’s heart was filled with excitement. At this 

time, he was completely immersed in the joy of continuous exploration. Xia ruofei felt that he had never 

been so eager to make money. He took a deep breath to calm himself down, and then began to think 

about how to earn a large sum of money in a short time to exchange for Jade. If it really didn’t work, he 

could only gamble on stones again. If they bought a good raw stone, they would not dissect it on the 

spot, but bring it back for the spirit map space to absorb. Of course, Xia ruofei did not plan to do so 

unless he had no other choice. When Xia ruofei’s eyes fell on the Phoebe zhennan forest, an idea 

suddenly flashed through his mind. He quickly walked to the largest Aurelia tree that had been 

transplanted. The last time he had entered the spirit map space, Xia ruofei had already noticed that the 

ginseng that he had planted seemed to grow very quickly. Under these Phoebe zhennan trees, one could 

see many green compound leaves, especially under the largest one, where three or four of them were 

quite tall. Xia ruofei had done some research on the internet before he started to sow the seeds. He 

knew that the price of authentic, high – Quality wild ginseng was very high and it was extremely rare. If 

he brought it to an old Chinese medicine shop, it would definitely be bought at a high price. Thinking of 

this, Xia ruofei couldn’t help but feel tempted. But he wasn’t sure. After all, the ginseng had only been 

planted for a month. According to the time flow, they had only been growing in the space for about two 

years. How much could two years of ginseng be worth? Of course, it could not be counted that way. 

After all, the spiritual Qi in the space was rich. Even without the effect of time flow, the growth speed of 

crops was far faster than the outside world. Furthermore, Xia ruofei had watered the plants with a 

certain amount of petal solution. He would usually bring in the spiritual pond water from the spatial 

space to water the plants. Therefore, it was really difficult to judge to what extent it would actually grow 

to. Xia ruofei thought for a long time and decided to sell the ginseng for money. However, since he had 

already decided, he felt that he really couldn’t dig it out immediately. To be on the safe side, Xia ruofei 

used a petal to make a bottle of solution. Then, he picked three ginseng that were growing the best and 

poured the petal solution on them. Then, Xia ruofei left the space in a flash. Xia ruofei stayed in the 

outside world for an entire day. He only returned to his room after lunch the next day and locked the 

door and windows. He then took out the spirit map and entered the medium. Once he entered the spirit 

map space, Xia ruofei ran straight to the Phoebe zhennan tree. He found that the three ginsengs that 



had been watered with the petal solution had grown a lot, and there were even many red seeds on the 

top. They stood out among the sea of ginsengs. Whether this petal was worth it or not would depend on 

the quality of the ginseng. Xia ruofei wasn’t worried about the quality at all. As long as it was something 

produced in the spirit map space, it would never be of poor quality. The only thing he was worried about 

was the age. He would only know if he dug it out. Xia ruofei found a shovel and carefully dug into the 

soil near the ginseng’s roots. Of course, he only used a shovel in the beginning. After digging a little, he 

changed to digging with his bare hands. This was because he had checked the information and knew 

that the roots of the expensive wild ginseng were intact. Otherwise, the price would be greatly reduced. 

Therefore, this was a task that tested one’s patience. Xia ruofei had no lack of patience. He used his 

fingers to dig out the ginseng bit by bit until the whole ginseng was out. The main root of the ginseng 

was about 12 to 13 centimeters long and as thick as a thumb. The lower part had two main roots, 

forming a human – shaped cylinder. The root was very long and thin, two to three times the size of the 

main root. There were many protruding dots on the top of the root, like small pearls decorating it. Xia 

ruofei had only looked up some basic information on the internet and did not know what Grade A 

ginseng could be. However, it seemed to be much smaller than what he had expected. However, Xia 

ruofei did not hesitate and immediately started to poach the second one. In the end, all three ginsengs 

were dug out, and the size and weight were almost the same. Xia ruofei carefully cleaned the soil on the 

roots and placed the three ginsengs side by side on the ground in the interspace. He was looking for 

dried ginsengs as if he was buying them in a pharmacy. Xia ruofei did this so that they could dry 

naturally in the interspace. He left the medium and went back to his room to check on the Chinese 

medicine stores in Sanshan city. He found out that there was a branch of Tongren Tang in Sanshan city, 

on Huben road in the Bell Tower District. Xia ruofei immediately decided to go to Tongren Tang to sell 

ginseng. Tongren Hall was a hundred – year – old brand, and its reputation was still guaranteed. He 

stayed in the outside world for two to three hours. When he returned to the space, the three ginsengs 

had become smaller again. They were dry and hard inside and outside, and the water should have been 

mostly discharged. Hence, Xia ruofei took the ginseng back to his room and sealed them in a plastic bag. 

Then, he found three similar – sized long paper boxes and packed them. Xia ruofei put the three boxes 

into his bag and picked up the key to the Knight XV on the computer table. He went downstairs and 

drove straight to San Shan city. Xia ruofei found Tongren Hall on Huben road in the Bell Tower District 

on the car navigation system. After setting up the route, he drove all the way to the city. Along the way, 

the wild and domineering Knight XV attracted a lot of attention, especially after entering the city. The 

huge monster – Class SUV drove through the traffic, giving a strong visual impact. Many drivers couldn’t 

help but take photos of Xia ruofei’s car with their phones. After Xia ruofei parked his car at Tongren Hall, 

he took his bag and walked in. When they arrived at the counter, a young salesgirl asked politely,””Sir, 

what medicine do you need?” Xia ruofei took out a paper box from his bag and placed it on the counter. 

He smiled and asked,””Do you accept ginseng here?” 

Chapter 130: Two million Yuan in the account (1) 

There are quite a few monthly ticket packages in the red envelope area. Everyone can go to receive the 

red envelope and vote at the same time! Steel gun urgently needs everyone’s support!] “Of course we’ll 

accept the ginseng,” the young salesgirl said with a smile,”but our Tongren Hall has high requirements 

for the quality of ginseng. We don’t accept ordinary ginseng.” She said as she opened the paper box that 

Xia ruofei had pushed over. With just a glance, the salesgirl’s expression immediately froze and she 

said,”Sir, please wait a moment. I’ll invite our apothecary over.” Xia ruofei smiled and nodded. From the 



reaction of the salesgirl, he guessed that the ginseng he brought out must be of good quality. After all, 

although this salesgirl was young, she had been influenced by Tongren Hall and must know what was 

good. The fact that she valued it so much already explained the problem. Very quickly, an old medicine 

master with white hair and a white beard walked over with the female shop assistant. He nodded 

politely at Xia ruofei and then looked at the ginseng. The old medicine master’s eyes lit up, and he 

hurriedly took out a pair of reading glasses from his white coat and put them on. He then took out a 

small magnifying glass and looked closer. He looked at it very carefully and even picked up the ginseng 

from the box. After looking at it for a long time, he said excitedly,””Sir, this wild ginseng of yours is of 

excellent quality and maturity. Our Tongren Hall is willing to buy it for 700000 Yuan!” The old medicine 

master looked at Xia ruofei expectantly. There were very few real wild ginseng in the market now. Even 

a hundred – year – old brand like Tongren Hall did not have a lot of wild ginseng in stock. It wasn’t easy 

for him to encounter such a wild ginseng with almost perfect ‘five forms and six bodies’, so the old 

apothecary was also eager to take it. It was no exaggeration to say that such a wild ginseng was enough 

to become the treasure of this Tongren Tang branch. When Xia ruofei heard the price of 700000, he was 

relieved. The old doctor saw that Xia ruofei did not say anything and quickly said,””Sir, 700000 is 

definitely the real price. Our Tongren Hall is a hundred – year – old shop. We will never deceive our 

customers and ruin our reputation.” “I believe you,” Xia ruofei said with a smile. Then he took out two 

other paper boxes from his bag and placed them on the counter. He gently pushed them towards the 

old medicine master and said,””Please take a look at these two as well. If the price is right, I’ll sell them 

to you.” There were two more! The old apothecary’s eyes almost popped out. He quickly opened the 

box. When he saw the two ginsengs that were no worse than the first one, his heart couldn’t help but 

race. Usually, it was rare to see even one such ginseng, but this time, there were actually three! The old 

medicine master looked at it repeatedly with a magnifying glass, afraid to miss a detail. After looking at 

it for more than ten minutes, the old apothecary finally confirmed that these three ginsengs were all 

authentic wild ginsengs. Moreover, according to the grading standard, they were at least first – grade 

ginsengs, and might even be special – grade ginsengs. “Sir, Tongren Hall will take all three of these 

ginsengs!” The old medicine master said,”with my authority, I can give you a maximum of 720000 Yuan 

for each. What do you think?” The old apothecary had also made up his mind to buy these three wild 

ginseng, so he gritted his teeth and added another 20000 Yuan for each. “Deal!” Xia ruofei said readily. 

“Thank you! Thank you!” The old medicine master said happily. Soon, both parties signed a simple 

ginseng transfer agreement. Xia ruofei’s almost empty bank card had an additional 2.16 million Huaxia 

dollars. When Xia ruofei was leaving, the old medicine master sent him to the door with great 

enthusiasm and said,””Sir, if you have such high – Quality wild ginseng in the future, you must come to 

our Tongren Hall again! We’ll take as many as you have!” Xia ruofei agreed with a smile. However, he 

didn’t have any plans to sell wild ginseng in the short term. Such a precious wild ginseng wasn’t a carrot. 

If he sold one every few days, even a fool could see the problem. Moreover, these three ginsengs had 

grown using the petal solution. The other ginsengs in the spirit map space still needed time to grow. The 

longer they were planted, the higher their value. Wasn’t it a waste of God’s gift to dig them out now? 

After Xia ruofei returned to the car, she immediately took out her phone and called boss Chen of Lingyu 

house. “Hello, brother Xia!” Boss Chen greeted him with great enthusiasm. “Boss Chen, sorry to disturb 

you again.” Xia ruofei smiled and said,”the quality of the Jade from yesterday was not bad. I want to buy 

some more. Do you still have any?” Boss Chen was stunned for a moment, thinking that this young 

master was treating Jade as cabbage in the market? He had just bought it for five million yesterday, and 

he wanted it again today? Xia ruofei had already bought all the Jades of this grade in his shop. 



Yesterday, in order to gather the Jades worth five million Yuan, he even went to another shop to make 

some turnover. “Brother Xia, how much do you need?” boss Chen asked. “Around two million!” Xia 

ruofei answered after a moment of silence. Boss Chen took in a cold breath and said with a bitter 

smile,””Brother Xia, to tell you the truth, the jadeite I bought yesterday was basically all I have in my 

store ...” “Is that so ...” Xia ruofei felt a little regretful.”I’ll go somewhere else then ...” It seemed that he 

could only ask another shop. He had a great time working with boss Chen. It was quite troublesome to 

change to another store. He didn’t know if other stores were willing to sell raw jade! Boss Chen gritted 

his teeth and said,”brother Xia, give me three days. I’m sure I can get the Jade material that’s worth two 

million Yuan in three days!” Can I?” Boss Chen knew that he had to keep a close eye on a good customer 

like Xia ruofei. If he went to another store this time, he might not come back to buy from him again. 

Although the profit from selling jadeite directly was relatively low, Xia ruofei’s demand was huge! Xia 

ruofei thought for a while and nodded.”Alright! Then I’ll have to trouble you, boss Chen ...” “What are 

you saying! You’re taking care of my business, I should be the one thanking you!” Boss Chen said with a 

bright smile. After hanging up the phone, Xia ruofei started the car and drove back to Taoyuan farm. Xia 

ruofei stayed in the farm for the next two days because all the projects were in the final stage. On the 

third day, the security system that ye Lingyun was responsible for was in place and the construction of 

the entire Peach Blossom Farm was completed successfully. Xia ruofei immediately organized the 

inspection. One had to admit that the quality of the construction team sent by Liang Qichao was first – 

Class. Xia ruofei led ye Lingyun, pang Hao, and manager li around the entire farm and basically could not 

find any problems. All the construction was done in accordance with the design requirements, and the 

quality was guaranteed. There was no slacking in construction. Xia ruofei readily signed his name on the 

project acceptance form and asked pang Hao to pay the rest of the money in the afternoon. According 

to the usual practice, the construction company would keep a part of the remaining money and pay it 

after the project had been put into use for a period of time. However, Xia ruofei and Liang Qichao were 

very close, so he did not do that. In any case, if there were any problems with the project in the future, 

Liang Qichao would not go back on his word. After the inspection, Xia ruofei was about to drive to the 

spirit Jade house to collect the new batch of jadeite when a few workers he had recruited came to the 

villa. They said that they had something to report to their boss. 

 


